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CANNIBALISM IN THE OPOSSUM

Cannibalism has been found to be a
normal behavior in many animal species
in the wild. It may be part of natural
selection, a way to eliminate a young
or old animal that is sick or unhealthy.
A mother may cannibalize one or more
of her unhealthy young to eliminate a
weak animal and devote more time and
resources (food) to the more viable and
survivable young.

Association (NWRA) which produces
a Minimum Standards for housing all
species, updated every few years. Many
states require their licensed rehabilitators
to adhere to the NWRA’s Minimum
Standards or at least as closely as possible.
Never overcrowd! It is better to turn
opossums away than to subject the animals
to an overcrowding situation setting them
up for the possibility of cannibalism!

In the opossum, however, it does not
seem to be a “normal” behavior in the
unconfined opossum in the wild. Although
incidences of cannibalism are rare, it has
been known to occur in captivity. When it
does occur, the reason can usually be traced
back to poor husbandry. In addition to the
obvious definition of eating conspecifics
(other opossums), it also includes selfmutilation.

Also, minimize stress. Do not talk to the
confined opossums and/or pet them. This
is stressful, not calming! In addition to den
boxes, provide pouches or towels they can
burrow under inside. When they are moved
outside prior to release, provide climbing
limbs with heavily leaved branches for
them to hide within, in addition to the
den boxes. Keep the cage or a portion
of it covered so the opossum cannot see
you, cover with towels inside, staple shade
cloth on portions of outdoor cages. Keep
children, pets and domestic livestock
away from the caged opossums. Keep
noise levels and contact to a minimum.
You should only go into the cage to check
on the opossums, monitor their health,
medicate if needed, feed them and clean
their cage. Make sure you are able to
view their
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Common causes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor husbandry
Overcrowding
Stress
Improper diet
Insufficient quantity of food/water
Mixing different sized animals
Mixing litters
Placing sick/injured opossum in cage
with healthy litter

PREVENTION
It is important to provide adequate cage
space, limit the number of opossums in
each cage, provide multiple levels for
climbing and separation and at least 2-3
den boxes per cage. Contact OSUS for
cage recommendations or you can contact
the National Wildlife Rehabilitators
V i s i t
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hammocks so you can readily see any body
fluid stains on the material.
It is best to avoid mixing litters. If limited
caging requires you to do so, preferably
introduce the young before their eyes
have opened. If introducing after their
eyes have opened, do so with extreme
caution and careful monitoring. Try
inserting the strange opossum in its own
separate, smaller pouch next to the pouch
containing the other opossums all sleeping
together during the day. That way they will
have spent all their sleeping time breathing
in each other’s scent and may not seem as
strange to each other. (See picture below)
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Note: We print these select Internet questions
we receive without grammatical corrections.
Grammatic scrutiny is applied to our responses.

Q

Subject: Opossum inside my
apartment

A couple of nights ago I woke up
to a noise went into my kitchen
and an opossum the size of a cat
was in my kitchen I ran into my
bedroom afraid and frightened I
continue to hear noise I put on
my rubber boots and intended to
go out to open the only door of
my apartment to try to scare it
out but when I turn my light on
it was sitting by the front door
and I was too afraid to approach
it so I locked myself back into my
bedroom.
The next morning I searched all
over for it cabinets and could not
find it I live in a very very old
apartment house that has holes in
the walls behind the stove under
the stove in the floor and the
water heater closet and all of the
closets but not in the cabinets.
My landlord will not do anything
to repair the holes I’ve had a
lot of rat infestation that I have
taken care of in the past winter
my brother says that maybe they
smelt the dead rats and came
to eat them? and when I cooked
they smelt my food and wanted
to come into find food because it
knocked over my trash can
I’m an elderly woman I don’t
know what to do and I’m afraid
in my own apartment my
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landlord will do nothing. one of
my children tells me to hurry and
find a place to move and leave as
soon as possible the other one tells
me that it will probably not come
back and I just don’t know? But
I’m afraid in my own apartment
and I need to know if I’m in any
kind of danger and I’m sure it was
as afraid of me as I was of it but
I need to know what to do if it
comes back?
Do they actually go away on
their own I read someplace that
they are transient and only stay
in places two or three days at a
time and then go away but I don’t
know if that is only in the wild
as opposed to living inside of an
under a building?
My son says that getting one
of those traps to catch it in is
dangerous because I don’t know
what I’m doing and if I catch one
I don’t know what to do with it
and I could be injured or bitten??
I have searched the past couple of
days every part of my apartment
and cannot find it I don’t know
what to do if it comes back
obviously it will come back in the
middle of the night please give me
any advice you can..
It was the size of a cat sitting up
but I don’t know what size the
head was people have told me
that it can slide between cracks
between my stove and the wall so
I’ve stuffed fabric between there
and case it tries to come back
through the holes behind the oven
or in the floor there but I don’t
know if that is really the case of
an animal that big as a cat can
squeeze into a 2 in opening??
I’m getting all kinds of things from
people but if you are experts you
can tell me the best advice thank
you.
Em

A

: Hello Em,

Opossums eat rats and mice,
so they could have attracted it.
They also eat cat and dog food left
out. They have an excellent sense
of smell.
They won’t attack you. If you
stand perfectly still, they may
run right past you. They are
transient, spending 2-3 days in
the same den spot, but then they
could return in a couple of weeks
to spend another 2-3 days.
It sounds like you live in an
uninhabitable apartment and by
law, the landlord MUST seal off
access points of mice and rats
and other infestation problems.
Opossums don’t infest, they are
solitary and move about. They
don’t build permanent nests.
Go online and research Landlord
Tenant laws in your state. Most
states allow you to withhold
rent to make repairs that are a
health hazard. Keep in mind your
landlord MAY NOT KNOW the
laws in your state, so YOU have
do everything by the book. Notify
him/her in writing of the repairs
necessary to make the place
inhabitable. Include a copy of the
laws for your state on steps you
can take, withholding rent (or at
least refer him/her to the statute
for them to look up themselves).
I’m afraid sometimes it’s up to us
to stand up for ourselves, we can’t
depend on family and friends
stepping forward to help us. It’s
a hassle, but we can really only
depend on ourselves.
I managed rental properties in
California, Nevada, Oklahoma
and Texas for my parents and I
made sure I did everything I was
obligated to do for my tenants.
Leslie
Continued on page 3

MAIL POUCH continued from page 2
Return Comment:
Thanks so much.
This is all just a puzzle to me. I
will take your advice. I Really feel
better knowing that it hopefully
won’t be coming in every night.
But Will try to get my landlord to
do something. Bless you for your
efforts to educate me and others.
Em

Q

Subject: Young opossum in our
chicken coop

Hello,
We found a young opossum
snuggled up with our chickens in
their coop tonight. We carefully
removed the opossum and put her
in a separate coop so she wouldn’t
crawl back in (until we fix it
tomorrow). We are in Oakland,
California. Who do we contact to
safely relocate this young little
opossum from our yard? Between
the chickens and our dogs, it
isn’t a great place for this little
creature.
Thank you
Alexis

A

: There is no ideal release
spot. There will be coyotes,
owls, people, cars, dogs, and
pools within range of the opossum
wherever you release. Release as
close as possible to where they
were found. Opossums have a
smell memory of at least one
year. It can pick up the scent of
its mother and siblings and follow
it to where they have discovered
food, water and shelter. Pick an
area with thick, low shrubbery
that is at least a little taller than
the opossum so they are completely
concealed while moving through

the bushes and have a nearby food
and water source. Opossums do
not like to cross expanses of open
area. Out in the open they are
the most vulnerable and are likely
to panic and run the wrong way
or towards a street. Where there
is landscaping, there is a food
and water source. Landscaping
requires watering; sprinkler head
divots, moist leaves, crockery,
pottery, gutters all collect water
that an opossum will drink.
Plants attract bugs; 70% of the
opossum’s diet is insects. Opossums
will be encountering dogs, skunks,
coyotes, raccoons and other
wildlife. Skunks and cats will
ignore opossums, once they are all
adults.
Leslie

Q

Subject: Possums needed

We have what I like to call a
“microbiome” of about an acre
of “wilderness”, full of grasses,
flowering plants, trees, and water
which is home to many birds,
frogs, squirrels, rabbits, ducks,
and even a couple of beavers. Also,
there are a ton of bugs, including
ticks and etc.
I thought a pair of possums would
be a perfect addition to our tiny
sanctuary. (We live in northern
Indiana.) Please contact me if this
idea sounds good to you as well.
Sincerely, Juli

A

: Hello Juli,

Contact
some
wildlife
rehabilitators near you from this
list:

https://www.in.gov/dnr/fish-andwildlife/wildlife-resources/orphanedand-injured-animals/wildliferehabilitators/

Opossums are transient and once
released on your property, most
likely will move on. Meanwhile,
you could have different batches
of rehabbed opossums to be
released upon your property at
intervals when they appear to
have moved on. You would have a
steady stream of tick-eaters.
Leslie
NOTE: We have links to the
Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS) list of wildlife
rehabilitators by state in several
locations on our website. Their
list is the most comprehensive I’ve
seen but sometimes it is not the
most updated or the state agency
governing wildlife moves the
webpage to another area on their
website. If the person querying
OSUS via email about a rehabber
near them reveals their state, I will
check the HSUS list for that state
to make sure it’s still a valid link.
Sometimes, as I did with Indiana
Department of Natural Resources
above, the site had moved and I
had to click all around the Indiana
site, everything to do with wildlife,
until I found where they moved
their list of rehabbers by county.
Unfortunately, we have no way to
edit the HSUS site. If you are using
the site to refer people and know
what state they’re coming from,
you might want to check the link
and make sure it goes through.

Q

Subject: Volunteer work
Good evening,

I was curious to know if you
ever take volunteers at your
rehabilitation center? I have a deep
passion for spreading the knowledge
and importance of opossums. If you
have any other information that
would help me that would be great.
Thank you or your time.
Continued on page 4
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MAIL POUCH continued from page 3
Best regards,
Crystal

A

: Hello Crystal,

We don’t have a center, we
are all backyard rehabilitators. I
suggest you locate some wildlife
rehabilitators near you on this list
and volunteer:

h t t p s : / / w w w. h u m a n e s o c i e t y. o r g /
resources/how-find-wildlife-rehabilitator
Keep in mind, most centers
require volunteers go through
training and your first job would
probably be cleaning cages of all
species. It’s a process to determine
your commitment, reliability and
conscientiousness.
Leslie

Q

Subject: Best location
for opossum den box

Hi. I live on a half-acre lot that
borders a creek. I’d like to attract
opossums to the yard and have
built a nest box following this
general plan http://www.itsmesesame.

com/uploads/1/6/5/0/1650787/
outdoor_opossum_house_diy.pdf.

Not sure where to place the box.
Right now, I have it close to the
house on the creek side, facing
the wall (about 5 inches from the
wall).
Does that sound like a good spot,
or would it be better close to a
large tree?
Thanks,
Jill

A

: Hello Jill,

How you described is good.
Hopefully, you have it on the side
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of the house most protected from
direct sun, wind, rain and snow.
Having the opening facing the
object you’re placing the den box
alongside with 5” clearance should
be great.
I use a large cat carrier and run a
bungee cord through the bottommost airholes, then through the
center hole of the cinder block I
place it upon. I’m hoping this will
keep it from getting blown over in
the wind and prevent a predator
from tipping it over.
The design you provide a link to
doesn’t have enough ventilation
air holes, in my opinion. You can
certainly punch out a few.
Be sure and read the article on
our website, “Setting Up a Den
Box for a Visiting Opossum”:

https://opossumsocietyus.org/settingup-a-den-box-for-visiting-opossums/
Leslie
Return Question:
Hi Leslie,
The site I’ve chosen is fully
shaded by trees, so it’s somewhat
buffered from rain and snow. But
it’s windier. Which factor matters
most? I chose this area because it’s
close to the creek, which I thought
might be a natural corridor, and
it’s an area that we don’t go near
as often.
Thanks for the idea about the
bungees! I believe I can adapt that
to make my nest box more secure.
Right now I have some big rocks
and hunks of wood on top, but
tying it down to the cinder blocks
makes a lot of sense.
And I just mentioned this to

a friend who’s interested in
attracting opossums to her farm,
so I’m going to send the links to
her.
Thanks again,
Jill
Return Answer:
Hello Jill,
Wind is only a factor if the den box
could be blown over by regularly
occurring 25 mph or so winds.
Don’t forget the entrance flap
must still be anchored and that
must be done by something with
heft atop the den box.
I also always give them “starter
bedding” by loosely wadding
up several single sections of
newspaper and stuffing them
into the carrier. The opossum can
tamp them down and push out
what is not needed. Once I see the
newspaper has been tamped down
into complete flatness, I’ll pull
that out and replace with new.
I do this carefully because I may
suddenly wake a deep-sleeping
opossum and I’ll be staring at a
gaping mouth full of teeth. I’ll
apologize, speak softly and gently
press the newspaper back into the
box, FROM THE SIDES, never push
anything straight at a frightened
and alert opossum, they will
lunge. The lunge will be about the
distance of their stretched out
neck, but it’s startling.
Leslie
Return Question:
Subject: Re: Subject: Best location
for opossum den box
Hi Leslie,
Thank you for your continued
generosity and sharing your
wisdom! Given what you said,
Continued on page 5

MAIL POUCH continued from page 4
wind is not a typical factor at our
home. We do sometimes get major
gusts, so now I know to check the
box after such an event. I just
bungeed the box to the cinder
blocks on both sides of the hole.
Our typical predators should not
be able to push it over now.
Two new questions:
• Nest flap? Please tell me more
about this. There wasn’t one in
the design I used.
•

Is newspaper preferred over
leaves? I put a stash of leaves
into the box because I thought
the opossum might prefer
natural material, and I save
paper for my compost worms.
If necessary, I’ll buy a Sunday
paper this week, which would
give me a good stash.

Thanks again,
Jill
Return Answer:
It’s an entrance flap I’m talking
about. Opossums like the entrances
to be a tight squeeze for them,
it means only something smaller
than them could get in. You can
construct your den box to have
a smaller diameter opening, a
threshold to climb over, or a tent
flap as pictured on our website
mentioned before.
Leaves are fine. I just prefer
newspaper because it’s pristine,
sterile actually. Paramedics who
must deliver babies in remote areas
will use newspapers as a sanitary
surface. I don’t have to worry
who pee’d on it, what parasite
laid eggs on it, etc as I would with
leaves. Of course opossums have
their own idea how to line their

den box. They will supplement
my provided newspaper. I see
opossums transporting dirty old
plastic bags, leaves (most of which
they drop enroute to the den
box), plastic bags, all serve a very
important function: they crinkle
when something is walking on
them, or nosing around the den
box. That crinkling noise instantly
alerts the opossum to the possible
threat.
Leslie

Q

Subject:
system
opossums

of

Immune
juvenile

In raising orphan possums for
release, it seems that we try to
protect them from germs and
disease like any neurotic parent
would. My question is are we doing
them an injustice by doing this? Is
there something in possum milk
and the wild diet that promotes a
healthy immune system that may
be lacking when we care for them
and their food is mostly cooked
and clean and fresh. We don’t feed
them dead things either. Are we
missing something in preparing
them for life in the wild. How
many human raised releasees are
followed to see if they thrive in the
wild? I’d appreciate your thoughts
on this. Thank you!
Ellen

A

: Hello Ellen,

Most
of
the
opossum
rehabilitators I know feed live
crickets
and
mealworms
to
their opossums. Both are readily
available for purchase. Store
bought crickets and mealworms
are usually purged. Unfortunately,
the bugs, worms, snails opossums
eat are also the vessels of the

internal parasites they will have
to live with as an adult. To collect
the array of live and dead prey
they’d eat in the wild would mean
the rehabber going out to collect
and house their own supply for
the opossum. Usually, we are so
busy during orphan season we
don’t have the time or space for
such a collection.
Within the first 3 days of their
life, they have received immunities
from their mother’s milk.
I am not of the majority of
rehabilitator thinking with my
policy of no prophylactic antibiotics
and no deworming unless the
opossum is already compromised.
If an opossum comes in injured,
especially a mother with babies,
her vital force will be lower and
the internal parasites could
take advantage of that. Adult
opossums are a veritable museum
of internal parasites. Once the
opossums are released, they will
become reinfested with parasites,
no there’s no point to clean them
out.
External parasites can cause
dehydration and anemia with
blood
loss,
life
threatening
conditions. I do treat them for
external parasites.
Leslie

Q

Subject: Baby possum

Hi, We live in West Hartford,
CT and our dog brought a baby
possum to our door earlier today
and put it down on the step. (It’s
about the size of an avocado…it
has teeth)
I could see that it was breathing
very slowly, but wasn’t sure if it
was going to die.
I put it in a plastic container with
some water in a bowl and placed
Continued on page 6
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MAIL POUCH continued from page 5
it on our patio table. After about
15 minutes it climbed out of the
container and was walking around
the table. It did drink some water,
and was cleaning it’s face. I have
attached some photos.
After a bit it went off the table
and into the garden.
It is currently curled up deep in
a bed of lilies (I put a water bowl
near it).
Wondering what we should do. I
am hoping it may go off once it
is dark.
We are not letting our dogs out
unless we are with them.
If it’s there in the morning, I am
not sure what to do.
I do have a glass tank with wire
top (my daughter rescued a baby
mouse last year) that I could put
it in and transport someplace.
I could also relocate it to the
woods behind our house which are
on the other side of a fence.
I did speak with someone at
Roaring Brook Nature Center in
Canton, CT and she thought most
shelters / rescues were full. I may
try calling there tomorrow after
they open at 1:00. If you are able
to help or offer any advice, it
would be welcome.

move away during
the night.

If it is still there in
the morning, you can try calling a
small mammal rehabilitator near
you. It is absolutely crazy, all across
the U.S., everyone is still overrun
by opossum babies. Normally we
get overrun the middle of April,
but by June, they are ready to
release and we get ready for the
second, much smaller wave, the
beginning of July. But they keep
coming in, and coming in.
Here is what I could find for
Connecticut:

https://portal.ct.gov/DEEP/Wildlife/
Rehabilitator/Animals-in-Distress/
Small-Mammals-in-Distress
Be patient, they care for the
ones brought in person first, then
return calls when they can. Thank
you for caring.
Leslie
Return Comment:
Morning Leslie,
It appears to have gone off over
night! It wasn’t very big...I’d say
maybe 5” without tail. I tried to
attach another photo.
I’ll continue to watch the dogs
today to make sure they aren’t
showing too much interest in any
one spot.

Thank you!

Thanks for your help and have a
great Sunday.

Lindsey

Lindsey

A

: Hello Lindsey,

Thank you for trying to help.
The photos didn’t come through.
If the opossum is 7 1/2” or more,
nose to rump, not counting the
tail, it’s on its own. It will probably
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food, the tip of her nose is dirty
like she’s been nosing around in the
dirt, or did she get into charcoal
in a BBQ? She might have sniffed
out some dog food kibble and her
hunger overpowered her sense of
dangerous dogs and led her into
your yard.

Return Answer:
Hello Lindsey,
The picture came through. I have
seen ones this small making it on
their own. This is the age they get
into the most trouble. It looks like
she has been struggling to find

Thank you for keeping an eye out
for her. Do you keep your dogs in
the yard over night? She should
only be foraging at night, but
then, if she was really hungry...
Leslie

Q

: How can I tell the
difference between the
opossums in my yard?

George

A

: Hello George,

You tell your opossums apart
by scrutinizing them. The darkness
of their coat; from light gray to
black. Some will have long gray
guard hairs, others a short black
coat with barely any guard hairs.
THEIR WIDOW’S PEAK; it keeps
receding until they become adults,
then it’s pretty much fixed how
Continued on page 13
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OSUS MEMBERSHIP/RENEWAL FORM
_____ Please find enclosed my tax-deductible donation.
_____ I want to become a member of O.S.U.S.
($30/year U.S., $40/year international)
_____ Please renew my membership of OSUS ($30/year)

Membership is $30.00 annually.
Please mail check to:

OSUS
P.O. Box 850695
Yukon, OK 73085

(Check one of the above)

Or register via PayPal online at our website:

Name: _____________________________________________________
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It is used for official OSUS business only.
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month you joined.
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https://www.OpossumSocietyUS.org
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CANNIBALISM IN THE OPOSSUM continued from page 1
Watch for problems and any signs of
aggression. Watch for missing or chewed
upon ear tips, tail tips, bloody digits,
punctures and any sign of blood in the
cage/bedding. Watch for lunging or
snapping at each other. Listen for “cacking”
sounds while they are in their den area.
The same “cacking noise” of displeasure
they make when you rouse them from
sleep to feed them when they are younger.
Any injuries observed, however slight,
separate the injured into a different cage!
Watch for any vigorous licking upon
one spot of a cage mate. Opossums will
casually groom themselves and administer
a few licks to a nearby littermate(s) upon
first rising in the evening and after eating.
Pre-cannibalistic behavior is a frenetic
licking. The aggressor will lick so hard
they cause a localized spot of hair loss,
then the aggressor will start chewing on
its victim. For some reason, the victim
opossum doesn’t make much of an effort
to escape this assault.
View this 13 second video clip of an
opossum licking a mouse in preparation
of consuming it. This is an example
of the frenetic, concentrated licking
prior to taking bites: https://youtu.
be/1NCksBmtcz4
I’ve experienced cannibalism five times
in the 35 years I’ve been rehabilitating

opossums. I still don’t feel I’ve pinpointed
what exactly precipitates this behavior.
My experience is it is one opossum that
is the aggressor. I tried to pick out which
one by just watching them interact. I
figured out the licking when I found a
soaking wet opossum, then watched until
the culprit approached again and started
licking again. The other time I found I
had 4 out of 7 opossums with nipped tails
and ear tips. I couldn’t decide which of the
uninjured opossums was the culprit. So
that night, I withheld food for a couple
hours beyond the normal feeding time.
When I set the food bowl in the cage,
all the opossums came piling out of the
den box. One female pushed her way to
the bowl and threw her forepaw around
a littermate’s neck, initiating a headlock
to get him to back away from the bowl. I
knew I had my culprit, grabbed her, and
put her in a separate cage I already had set
up. She was UPSET! The rest of the night
she crawled up and down the bars of her
cage, making “cacking noises.”
My five experiences with cannibalism were
always after the opossum reached selffeeding age. My first three experiences
were when I placed the opossums in an
outdoor run, just prior to release and I
attribute those incidents to not providing
enough concealment for them. The first
instance, I placed their food bowl in the
run for the evening and stood back to
observe them come out to eat. I realized
two opossums didn’t come out of the den

box to eat. I pulled the den box out to
examine the opossums. There was only
one opossum to pull out. I pulled her out
and she was absolutely rotund, stuffed
to the gills. Of the other opossum there
was no sign, not a hair, piece of bone nor
flesh. The bedding looked liked it had
been licked clean of blood. The horrible
realization of the situation hit me like a
punch in the gut. The other two cases
were younger litters that I had raised since
formula feeding and were inside where I
could easily notice anything amiss. I don’t
know what, or if, I did anything wrong
with their husbandry, but I recognized the
possible signs of cannibalism and separated
them quickly. All my cases involved true
sibling litters.
Thankfully, it is a rare occurrence. Knowing
proper husbandry, the pre-cursors to
cannibalism and NEVER PLACING A
SICK OR INJURED ANIMAL IN A
CAGE WITH OTHERS should prevent
you from experiencing cannibalism. Even
a slight wound may be an invitation for
another to cannibalize.
This revised article and video can
be viewed on our website under
General Information, For Wildlife
Rehabilitators and Veterinarians:
https://opossumsocietyus.org/generalopossum-information/cannibalism-inthe-opossum/

Here is a fun way to help opossums.
Combine your two favorite hobbies
- shopping and opossums! Visit our
online gift catalog. Follow the links
to some great shopping sites such as
smile.amazon.com and iGive.com.
Buy books, videos, music, toys, gifts
and lots more! Every purchase you
make helps the opossums. OSUS
receives a portion of every purchase.
So Spend! Spend! Spend! After all, it
is for a good cause! Tell your friends! Remember, you must access smile.amazon.com and iGive.com from the LINKS on the
OSUS webpage in order for us to get credit for your purchase. Do not go directly to Amazon or iGive.
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FROM THE POUCH
Note: We print these select Internet questions
we receive without grammatical corrections.
Grammatic scrutiny is applied to our responses.

Q

opening without bruising tissue,
and using an implement soft
enough to feed them.

: Recently it has been
discussed
amongst
opossum rehabbers that
certain orphaned baby opossums
(of a particular weight) should not
be rehabbed, but rather humanely
euthanized. The reason being it
is believed these babies have not
been on the mother long enough
to receive the nutrients needed for
immunity from diseases, venomous
snakes,
and
other
amazing
traits of the Virginia Opossum.
I am currently working with a
wildlife rescue striving to preserve
the integrity of the opossum
population in South Mississippi.
Your input on this matter would
be greatly appreciated.

I have known rehabilitators to
successfully raise a litter of 8 gram
opossums, but it was around the
clock work. Most centers set up a
minimum weight to rehab based
on resources available to care
for the babies. It’s a lot easier to
have one rehabilitator assigned to
care for 3-4 litters 25 grams +,
compressing the feeding schedule
to include a night’s sleep for the
rehabber, than dedicating one
rehabber to a very low success
rate of rehabilitating babies under
25 grams.

Maggie

I can’t fault any rehab center for
the size limit they set on taking
in opossum babies. The center
knows best the competence,
confidence and availability of their
volunteers, the hours of operation
of the center, and the necessity of
having successes to keep everyone
in an upbeat mental state.

Thank you,

A

: My understanding is baby
opossums receive the necessary
immunoglobulins/antibodies from
the mother’s milk within the first
24-72 hours of attaching to the
nipple. The nursing mother’s milk
composition changes at least 11
times before weaning. All we can
do it match as closely as possibly
during a couple of the stages.
Nothing is the same as mother’s
milk.
Not
having
received
immunoglobins is not an issue of
rehabbing if the opossum is over
two days old.

Since opossums have no placenta,
the babies actually spend time
developing in the pouch after birth
that a placental animal would be
developing before birth. More of a
concern for rehabilitation of pinkies
would be their delicate state,
keeping the correct temperature
and humidity, finding the mouth

Opossums develop fast and the
older you take them in, the more
of a slam dunk success rate you’ll
have and less burn out from grief
of your volunteers.

But the opossums get their
immunoglobins immediately, so
that really isn’t the consideration.
Leslie Bale

Q

: Hello,

We are rebuilding our fence
and as we were clearing bushes we
found 4 baby opossums, they’re
about the size of large mice and
their eyes are open. I put them in
a box with blankets and a small
bowl of water, and I called several
wildlife rehabilitation places in my
county and nobody will take them,
they’re all full. I don’t know what
to do, I don’t want to leave them

to die in the wild, or take them to
animal control to be euthanized,
but I am unable to care for them.
What can I do?
Thank you,
Jessa

A

: Jessa,

Look for the nearest small
mammal rehabilitator from this
list:

h t t p s : / / w w w. h u m a n e s o c i e t y. o r g /
resources/how-find-wildlife-rehabilitator
You may have to go out of your
county to find someone. I have
heard of some people having to
drive 90 minutes one way. April
is the heart of the orphan season
and the 40+ years I’ve been in
wildlife rehabilitation I’ve yet to
see any center in the U.S. NOT get
full during mammal baby season
and have to turn away animals for
a few weeks. There’s never enough
volunteers or housing and it’s even
worse with some state/county/
city restrictions with Covid-19.
I am attaching the Orphan Care
Diet Sheet. You can substitute
Esbilac, KMR or Goat’s milk for
the Fox Valley formula. You’ll
need to get a needle-less syringe
or eye dropper to feed them. You
can’t use a baby bottle, they don’t
suckle. Let them eat as much as
they want. If you purchase canned
Esbilac or KMR, you don’t need to
Continued on page 10
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FROM THE POUCH continued from page 9
go through the process of mixing
and letting sit in the fridge to
dissolve even further. Same with
Goat’s milk. You must still warm
it before each feeding and toss the
excess warmed formula. Place the
milk in a coffee cup or heatable
container and set it in a sauce
pan of water with both on the
stove top and start to warm.
Test the milk temperature on
the inside of your wrist. If it’s
the correct temperature (95-98
degrees), you should feel nothing
as it will be the same as your body
temperature. If you feel coolness,
it needs to be warmer. If you feel
warmth, let it cool down some
and test again.
Leslie

Q

: Good morning,

We have a single orphan baby
that is approximately 30 grams. It
was found with her dead mother
on the road and brought to us. We
do not have a rehabilitator near
us, so I took her home and began
rehydration and Esbilac formula.
The baby has a clicking sound and
I believe it may have aspirated
while I was tube feeding.

Is there a dose of antibiotic I can
try for aspiration pneumonia? I
have a veterinarian on staff that is
willing to help me, if you have any
suggestions on the medication to
use and the dosage to give. She is
still active and I really don’t want
her to die after working with her
for a week. Her eyes just opened
on Friday, if that helps on her age.

Thank you in advance for any
assistance, I really want to try to
help her.
Linda

Veterinary Practice Manager

10
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A

: Linda,

I am not aware which
antibiotic is best for aspiration
pneumonia.

I use homeopathics in many cases
and I would use the homeopathic
I use on opossums that have
nearly drown and surely have
fluid in their lungs, Antimonium
Tartaricum. It would be available
at Walmart, Vitamin Shops,
Whole & Natural food stores
and many grocery stores in the
natural remedies section.

Tap out one pellet from the
dispenser cap into a cup of water.
Let it dissolve until you can no
longer see the pellet (takes about
10 minutes). Draw up the water
into a syringe and let a couple of
drops fall upon the opossum’s lip.
The remedy touching any mucous
membrane; eyes, mouth, anus
is a successful dosing. One dose
only, throw away the rest of the
remedy/water.
Leslie

Hello,

Q

each others’ tails to the extent
that significant damage has been
done in a few cases. Aggression
appears to occur only overnight
(not surprising for nocturnal
species). I can’t be sure, but I don’t
think there is a single culprit. I
have separated injured from noninjured and am treating medically.
My question- WHY ARE THEY
DOING THIS? I’ve never seen this
before at this age. Do you think
they are crowded or don’t have
enough food or enrichment?
Thanks for your help,
Cynthia

A

: In answer to your cannibalism
question, yes that enclosure is
too small for opossums their age.
They should be just about the size
to go outside in a large enclosure.
I will attach the NWRA minimum
housing standards which you
probably already have. Their
recommendation is a bit larger
than necessary, in my opinion,
I would say about 4’ x 4’ x 5’
should do. And yes, too small of
an enclosure is considered a factor
for cannibalism, along with not
enough den boxes; one den box per
3 opossums so they can escape from
each other and remain concealed.
I suspect there are other factors
unknowable to us.

Subject:
orphaned
opossum aggression

I have a litter of 8 orphaned
opossums, weighing about 170g
each. They are in a 2x2x2’
hardware cloth cage with a heat
pad & fleeces on the bottom,
2 hammocks, branches, and a
wheel. I am feeding Peter’s stage
2 weaning diet and water which I
refresh 3-4 times daily. They are
eating well and are never out of
food though the liquid portion of
the food is usually gone before the
solids. They have started biting

I have experienced cannibalism
a handful of times and it has
Continued on page 11

FROM THE POUCH continued from page 10
always been one culprit. You are
right to separate the injureds
from everyone else. If you want to
determine your aggressor, I would
withhold all their food a couple
hours later than when they are
used to being fed. Place the food
bowl in the cage and watch them
come out to the bowl. The opossum
that is pushing all its siblings away,
maybe even putting a headlock on
one to get the message across, will
be your aggressor.
Another precursor to cannibalism
is frenetic licking of another
sibling’s fur. I don’t mean the
normal,
casual
grooming
of
themselves, then each other. I
mean really concentrating on
licking one spot on a sibling. We
have a very short video on our
website
demonstrating
that
frenetic licking on a piece of mouse
the opossum is about to bite into.

https://opossumsocietyus.org/generalopossum-information/cannibalism-inthe-opossum/
Leslie

Q

Subject: Live trapped opossum

I trapped a possum because
my dog attacks them in my
yard. It is a small female who I
discovered has at least four babies
with hair and about five inches
in her pouch. They came out of
the pouch but took cover when I
approached the cage. If I open the
trap to free the mother will she
take her babies? I will just have to
monitor my dog until I can put
mom outside my fence.
Karen

A

: Place the trap with the
end you are going to open
up against a thick bush or some
other plant that would provide
concealment once she leaves the
trap. Open the trap towards the

bush, allow her to leave as
wishes and she should take
babies with her, or wait for
babies in the bush and they
come out and join her.

she
the
the
will

Leslie

Return Response/Questions:
Thank you very much. I released
her where I caught her and she
went right under my shed with
every baby. If I may ask, all the
literature says opossums are
nomadic and rarely stay in the
same place. We have opossums
in the neighborhood who seem
to never leave. They come into
houses through pet doors, have no
fear of people, and are fat! I live
in urban environment and our
neighborhood isn’t even phased
to see them in the open. Is this
normal?
Karen

Return Answer:
Opossums are transient, which
means they move about in the
same approx. 3 mile range and
only spend 2-3 days sleeping in a
den site, then move to their next
den site. They will have several
den sites picked out along their
“route” and rotate between them.
Even though they won’t have a
permanent den site, they seem
to have a regular foraging route
and are pretty much on schedule
which yards and food sources
they hit the same time each
night. Then, they’ll hit the yards
in reverse order closer to dawn as
they decide where to sleep during
the day.
Food is an extreme motivator for
them. If they have been able to
access food inside a house through
a pet door, they will tap that
same resource again and again.
They’ll be so focused on the food,
they could walk right over your

foot to get to it. If you’re not
moving towards them, they won’t
consider you a threat.

Now, when you say fat opossum, I
have to think you are seeing mama
opossums with their pouches
stuffed with baby opossums. It will
make them look huge, until the
babies are old enough to ride on
her back. Opossums do have to get
20-30 minutes of sunshine a day
to get their vitamin D3. They may
get up a bit earlier for the setting
sun rays to hit them or stay out a
bit after dawn. A mother opossum
with babies has to forage longer
to consume enough nutrients to
sustain herself and her babies so
she may have to work at that
past dawn several days a week.
It all does sound normal when
placed in the context of what they
are most likely doing. Sometimes
an opossum gets roused from its
sleeping space (especially if it is in
a BBQ or log pile) and may have to
scoot along to another earmarked
den site or an improvised den spot
that is not quite as concealed and
inaccessible as they normally like.
Leslie

Return Comment:
You have been more helpful to me
in your email than two years of
reading anything I can find online
regarding opossums. I cannot wait
to share this information with my
neighbors.
We all enjoy watching the opossums
and will make sure that our
dogs are carefully watched when
outside. I misunderstood what I
read about using different dens.
Your explanation makes sense.

This was the first time I’ve seen
the babies with their mom. I
found many juveniles with fatal
puncture wounds on my property
over the years.
Thank you a thousand times over.
Continued on page 12
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FROM THE POUCH continued from page 11
I recently retired and just love
spending time waiting to see them.
They are awesome creatures.
Karen

Q

: Hi Leslie,

Our main possum lady
who used to take every possum
in the area has moved away. As
a result, many of us are stepping
up to pick up possums turned into
the shelters. I’ve raised hundreds
(not an exaggeration) of baby
possums. It’s easy to do since they
come in bunches at a time. I’ve
always applied the 72 hour rule
to babies. That means regardless
of how they come in or how well
they look they can just die. In my
experience if baby possums under
70 grams, for instance, have
been cold for any length of time
something internal gets damaged.
You can warm them up to where
they are actively crawling and
calling for mom. You can feed
them and even stimulate
them but the next day 4
are dead. The day after
that another 3 are dead.
It seems like there is
nothing you can do.

babies will start manifesting itself
in die-offs after 72 hours.

I always question the finder if the
dead Mom was seen in the area
and what her condition was, if
her cause of death was known or
theorized.

I remember you have used
homeopathics
before?
Try
homeopathics on the babies based
on the cause of mother’s death.
Note, all dosages are one dose only
upon intake.

Was Mom opossum in the street,
hit by a car? Give all the babies
Arnica in that case.
Was her carcass found nearby
unscathed? I’d suspect poisoning,
give the babies Belladonna and
watch for blackening toenails
tips and black rings visible in the
tail showing up within 48 hours.
These tell-tale signs of anticoagulant rodenticide poisoning
are noticeable in this picture:

for

A

Cold is not that much of a
factor in southern California. It
can be a factor after several hours,
if it is a cold night, early in the
season. Usually we don’t get in a
litter without a dead Mom nearby.

If the Mom has obviously been hit
by a car, internal damage to the
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Are all your volunteers having the
same problem? Are they all in
the same water district? Here’s a
good website about what can be
in your water and how you can
have it tested: https://www.cdc.gov/

healthywater/drinking/drinking-waterfaq.html. Although, this would

really be a last resort as Mom
would have been drinking that
same water in the neighborhood.
I suppose Mom’s system could be
able to filter impurities before
it enters her milk. You could
consider switching to bottled
drinking water, distilled water
or a homemade or commercially
installed water filtration system.

Leslie

Marcia

: Hi Marcia,

Since you have the Orphan Care
manuals, I assume you are premixing and allowing the Fox Valley
formula to fully dissolve before the
first feeding?

With babies, I found a significant
drop off in survival at 30 grams
or less. 70 grams should have a
high survival rate, depending on
what traumas you can’t know
they encountered before they
came into your care.

Is this your experience or
do you know a way to
counter this?
We are desperate
guidance.

I will prophylactically treat the
babies with homeopathics. I won’t
with allopathic meds. I know
some centers do/did always give
incoming babies amoxycillin. I
never did, I always see a slump
in their vitality, and usually
diarrhea within 72 hours after
administering amoxy.

Were the babies observed being
with the dead Mom for hours? I’ll
hit the babies with Arsenicum for
suckling on dead Mom’s rancid
milk.

Are there typically cats in the
area/yard where dead Mom was
found? I’ll hit the babies with
Ledum for cat bites if they were
outside the pouch.

Q

Subject: Eye dropper
into the mouth?

I live near Irvine calf. I found some
2 inch joeys in a dead road kill
mom. How do i get the syringe
or eye dropper into their mouths?
I am basically dripping fluid on
their mouth instead of in. I cant
find anyone to help but i have
rescued other animals and can do
Continued on page 13

FROM THE POUCH continued from page 12
what it takes.

Your info will be helpful even if its
for next time if i cant help this
batch.
Shari

A

: Opossums, in their extreme
fear, will keep their mouths

I’d have to name her Galadriel.

tightly shut. They need to realize
you’re offering sustenance. I
usually try gently rubbing the
syringe tip back and forth at the
back of their lips, right where the
jaw is hinged. Usually, I can get
the lips to part back there more
easily. I then allow a drop of milk

Galadriel from Lord of the Rings

is showing, some
have more white
continued from page 6
fur, some have
far it comes down the nose and its
the gray body hair
width. THEIR SIZE; although they encroaching upon their cheeks.
continue to grow throughout their Males have broader faces (think
life, their size in relationship to the basketball head). Females have
others in your yard, also growing, more pointed heads (think football
will be relevant. THEIR TAILS; some heads). THEIR EARS; babies have all
have more pigment stretching pink ears but as they age the ears
down from the base towards the turn mostly black, if not all black,
tip, some have tails that angle except for a tinge of pink along
up, or angle to the side sharply. the edge. The width and shape
THEIR FACE; how much white face

MAIL POUCH

to hit their teeth, to see if they
can get a taste of the formula. I’ve
also taken a teaspoon of yogurt,
let it get room temperature, and
dip the tip of the syringe in the
yogurt, and try rubbing that
gently on the lips and if they
lick that off, then I start gently
depressing the syringe with milk
into their mouth.
Leslie

Correction from Spring 2021
newsletter. Above picture depicts
San Bernardino County Sheriff’s
Department Lieutenant retrieving
an opossum from a vehicle’s engine
block. NOT Animal Services.
of the pink edge is distinctive.
TIMING; opossums are fairly
punctual in their arrival in your
yard each night on their forage
route. You will know who it is by
what time they arrive. They will
make a second pass through your
yard on their way back to the den
site they will choose for the day,
but you probably won’t be up for
that 0300-0400 hrs second pass.
Leslie
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Opossum Society of the United States
P.O. Box 850695
Yukon, OK 73085
Join OSUS and receive ...
Phone Calls and Emails:
It is up to the individual
Board Members whether
they return telephone
calls and emails.

•
•
•
•

Quarterly Issues of ‘Possum Prints.
Updated diet/development/medical sheets.
Orphan/Injured care information.
A warm, fuzzy feeling!

Queries to the OSUS
website are answered
as soon as time and
resources permit.
Members in good
standing (current) can log
onto the OSUS website,
scroll all the way to the
bottom of the page,
click on Site Map on the
bottom right and enter
the portion of their email
before the “@” symbol as a
username (unless you’ve
changed it) and assigned
password (you can change
your password, if you’ve
forgotten it) to log onto
the Members Only section
of the website where
archived newsletters and
other information and
videos are accessible.
Please take the time to email us any email change,
including your name for cross-reference so you do
not miss out on any issues of ‘Possum Prints’

Virtual Symposium
November 13 - 14, 2021
Registration begins in September.
Register at https://ccwr.org/details

2022 Annual Symposium

March 1 - 5, 2022
Madison, WI
Visit https://www.nwrawildlife.org/mpage/Symposium_Home
for details
http://www.opossumsocietyus.org
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